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A procedure is given for proving strictness of some sharp, infinite-sequence martingale 
inequalities, which arise from sharp, finite-sequence martingale inequalities attained by degenerat- 
ing extremal distributions. The procedure is applied to obtain strictness of the sharp inequalities 
of Cox and Kemperman 
P(lX,I > 1 for some i = 1,2,. .) C (ln 2))’ sup E i: X, 
n ,=” 
and of Cox (sharp form of Burkholder’s inequality) 
for all nontrivial martingale difference sequences X0, X,, 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifications: Primary 60E15, 6OG42. 
strictness of sharp martingale inequalities 
1. Introduction 
In this paper a procedure is given for proving strictness of certain classes of sharp, 
infinite-sequence martingale inequalities. The procedure is applied to two specific 
inequalities. Cox and Kemperman [5, Theorem (2.22)] proved that the inequality 
P(lX,l* 1 for some i = 1,2,. . .) s (In 2)-l sup E 
n I I 
i Xi (1.1) 
i=O 
holds for all martingale difference sequences X0, Xi,. . . , and is sharp; they conjec- 
tured that inequality (1.1) is strict for all nontrivial martingale difference sequences. 
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Cox [4] proved that the inequality 
(1.2) 
holds for all martingale difference sequences X0, X,, . . . , and is the sharp form of 
Burkholder’s weak-l’ inequality for the martingale square function. We use the 
given procedure to show in Theorems 4.1 and 3.2 that inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) 
are, in fact, strict for all nontrivial martingale difference sequences. 
Inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) were arrived at analogously in the following way. For 
each of these infinite-sequence, sharp martingale inequalities, there is a correspond- 
ing family of finite-sequence, sharp martingale inequalities which yield the infinite- 
sequence inequality in the limit, and which are attained by finite-sequence, extremal 
martingales which degenerate in the limit. Specifically, (1.1) follows from inequalities 
P 
( 
max IX,l>l s[n(2”“-l)]-‘E : X, , 
IGiGn 
> I I. I =o 
which hold for martingale difference sequences X0,. . . , X,,, are sharp, and are 
attained ([5]; Theorem (2.16)); and (1.2) follows from inequalities 
(+l) <[(n+l)/n]“‘2E c xi Ii”,, I) (1.4) 
which hold for martingale difference sequences X0,. . . , X,, are sharp, and are 
attained ([4]; Theorem 2.3). In each case, the extremal distributions depend upon 
n and degenerate in the limit (see [4] and [5]). 
In proving strictness of sharp, infinite-sequence martingale inequalities which 
arise from sharp, finite-sequence martingale inequalities attained by degenerating 
extremal distributions, no single, specific technique is known. However, we give a 
general procedure which has been applied successfully to inequalities of this type 
to yield strictness. The procedure has two parts. First, introduce an auxiliary 
‘boundary’ function associated with the infinite-sequence inequality and prove that 
this function satisfies an appropriate strict convexity or strict domination property, 
by working first with the finite-sequence counterparts and then taking limits. Second, 
use this strict convexity or domination property together with a conditioning upon 
the first non-degenerate random variable in the sequence to obtain the strictness of 
the infinite-sequence inequality. This procedure is applied to inequalities (1.2) and 
(1.1) in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. The first part of the procedure gives Definition 
3.4, Lemma 3.6 and (3.12) for (1.2) and Definition 4.3, Lemma 4.5, and Proposition 
4.7(i) for (l.l), and is based on analysis in [4] and [5]. The second part is applied 
in Propositions 3.9 and 4.7, and is based on the key Lemma 2.2, an extension of 
Dubins’ Lemma 6.1 in [7]. In Section 5, two other sharp inequalities for infinite- 
sequence martingales are given, which have been proved recently to be strict by 
using the outlined procedure. 
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2. Definitions, notation, and lemmas 
Let (0, 5, P) denote the underlying probability space. For random variable X, 
EX is the expectation of X and E(XI Ce) is the conditional expectation of X given 
a-field 3. The sequence of random variables and o-fields {Xj, ~j}j=o,r,_,. is called a 
martingale diflerence sequence if for each j, (i) 5, c %j+r and Xj is gj-measurable, 
(ii) EIX,I<a, and (iii) E(Xj+,I$j)=O a.e.; that is, the sequence {~,%j}i=O,I ,,,_, 
where Yj=XO+.. .+X,, is a martingale. We denote 
9 = {(X0, XI,. . .): {Xi, Sj},,,,,,... is a martingale difference sequence} 
and (2.1) 
9”={x0,x,,...)E~:EX0=0}. 
The following lemma plays a central role in the proof of strictness of the 
inequalities in Propositions 3.7 and 4.9, and in the details of Section 5. The lemma 
extends Lemma 6.1 of Dubins [7]; its proof is straightforward. 
Lemma 2.2. Let h(x) be a measurable function and y(x) be an a&e function from 
R to R satisfyingh(x)sy(x) forallxER and h(x)> y(x) on either (-CO, s) or (s,oo). 
If /L is any probability measure with j xp(dx) = s and with t..~ not concentrated at s, 
then 5 h(x)p(dx) > y(s). 
The following technical lemma is given without proof to facilitate passage to 
limits in Lemmas 3.6 and 4.5 (and in the details for Section 5). 
Lemma 2.3. Let G(x,, x2,. . .) be a measurable function from R” to R and 
G,(x,, . . .,x,):= G(x,, . . . , x,, O,O,. . .). Assume that EG,(X,, . . . ,X,,) exists and 
lim, EG,(X,, . . , , X,,) exists for each (X,, X2,. . .) E 9. For each n = 1,2,. . . , denote 
c, := inf{EG,(X,, . . . , X,,): (X,, X2,. . .) E 9}, 
and 
c:=inf{lim EG,(X,, . . . , X,,): (X,, X2,. . .)E LB}. ” 
Then c, J c as n + 00. [If 9’ replaces 9, then the same conclusion holds.] 
3. 
Cox [4] has proved that 
(3.1) 
for all martingale difference sequences X0, X,, . . . , for each A > 0, and that inequality 
(3.1) is sharp for each A > 0. The next theorem implies immediately that inequality 
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(3.1) is, in fact, a strict inequality in all nontrivial cases. Inequality (3.1) is the sharp 
form of Burkholder’s weak-L’ inequality for the martingale square function [l, 2,3]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X0, X,, . . . be any martingale diference sequence, with X, not 
identically zero (a.e.) for some i 3 0. Then 
(3.3) 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given after Proposition 3.9 and is based upon analysis 
of the following function. 
Definition 3.4. Function 4(t) is defined for t in R by 
4(t)=inf ,... )~g’with t’+F X:21 a.e. 
i=l 
(3.5) 
Lemma 3.6. (a) Function 4(t) has explicit representation 
4(t) = (1 - t2)“2 exp{2-‘(-l+[t2/(1-t’)])} zft2<$, and 
=Itl if t 2Z-4. (3.7) 
(b) For each O<t<2 -“2 there exist real numbers a(t) > 0 and b(t), with a(t) + 
b(t) = 4(t), for which 
supE t+ $ X, 
I I 
aa(t)+b(t)P t2+ f Xfal (3.8) 
n I=1 t=, 
for all (X,, X2,. . .) E 9’. 
Proof. Define function &(t) for t E R and n = 1,2,. . . by 
&(r)=inf{Elt+i,X,I:(X,,X, ,... )i~“withr’+~,X~~la.e.]. 
It has been shown by Cox ([4]; Theorem 2.2 and the appendix) that 
4 (t)=(n-l)‘“-“‘2(1-f2)“‘2(n-(n+l)t2)-’”-”/2 if t2<$, and n 
=Itl if C2>$, 
and that 
valid for all (X,, X2,. . .) E 9’. From a result analogous to Lemma 2.3, it follows 
that 4(t) = lim, 4,(t) and hence that (3.7) holds. 
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Now, fix 0 < r < 2-‘12. From Cox ([4; Appendix]) it is immediate that there exist 
real numbers a,(t) and b,(t), n-1,2,..., satisfying a,(t)+b,(t)=+,(t), 
{a,(t)},,,,,,,,. is nonincreasing in n, and a,(t) 2 (1- t2)“* jh u(l- u~))~‘~~,(u) du, 
for which 
E t+ i Xi 
I I 
za,(t)+b,(t)P t2+ i Xfsl for all (X,, X2, . . .) E 9’. 
i=l i=l 
Let a(t) := lim, a,(t) and b(t) := lim, b,(t). Then part (b) follows, with a(t) 2 
(1-t2)“2~~~(1-u2)-5’2~(~)du>0 (since 4(u)~+(O)=e-“~). 0 
Proposition 3.9. Let t2 <i and (X,, X2, . . .) E 9’. Then 
(3.10) 
unless t = 0 and Xi = 0 a.e. for all i = 1,2, . . . . 
Proof. Case 1. Fix t2<$ and let (X,, X2,. . .) E GB’with t’+Cy=, XT3 1 a.e. We may 
assume t > 0, from properties of the given martingale difference sequence. Define 
functions y(x) and h(x) for XER by 
and 
Y(X) =[M(t)l(l- t2)lx+4J(tL 
h(x)=(1+2t~)“~+((t+x)/(1+2fx)“~) if X_SXSX+, and 
=Jt+xj otherwise, 
(3.11) 
where x_<O and x+>O are the two roots of (t+x)‘=2-‘(1+2tx). Then 
h(x) > y(x) for x # 0, -2t(l- t*), and 
=y(x) for x=0,-2t(l-t2). (3.12) 
To prove (3.12), observe that (1 -t’)-‘@(t) < 1; and that for x- <x <x+, or 
equivalently for s2 < 4 where s2 := (t + x)‘/( 1 + 2tx), it holds that (tx + 1 - t2))‘h(x) = 
(1-2t2+s*f~)-1’~~(s)~(1-t2)~‘~(f), with equality if and only if s2 = t2 (x = 0, 
-2t(l- t’)). Now, to obtain (3.10) in this case, we may assume X, is not identically 
zero (a.e.), and use (3.12) in applying Lemma 2.2 to yield 
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(1+2t~,)“~sup E [(t+xl)/(l+2fx,)“‘] 
n {I 
+ f (1+2t~,))*‘~X, X, =x, px,(dx,) 
i=2 II I 
2 Wx,)px,(dx,) > ~(0) = h(O) = 4(f). 
General Case. Fix t2 <i and let (X,, X2,. . .) E 9’. We may assume that P( t2+ 
Cz, Xfs 1) < 1. For t > 0, we obtain (3.10) from Lemma 3.6(b) as follows: 
supE t+ i Xi 
I I 
za(t)+b(t)P t2+ f Xf~l 
n i=l i=l 
> c$(t)P t2+ f XfZl 
( > 
. 
i=l 
For t ~0, (3.10) follows from properties of martingale difference sequences. Finally, 
for t = 0, we may assume P(X, # 0) > 0 and obtain (3.10) by conditioning on X1 
and using (3.10) for Xi = xi # 0 and the weak inequality (1.2) for x, = 0. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let X,,, X,, . . . be any martingale difference sequence with 
Xi not identically zero (a.e.) for some i 20. If X0- 0 (a.e.), then (3.3) follows 
directly from Proposition 3.9. If X,, is not iden tically zero (a.e.), then calculate as 
follows 
I > 
Xo = xo px,(dxo) 
where the strict inequality follows from Proposition 3.9 and minttR 4(t) = 4(O) = 
e -l/2 <2-1’2. 0 
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4. 
The following theorem shows that the conjecture of Cox and Kemperman ([5]; 
Remark (2.24)) concerning sharp inequality (1.1) is correct. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X,,, X,, . . . be any martingale diflerence sequence, with Xi not 
identically zero (a.e.) for some i 2 0. Then 
P(lX,l> 1 for some i = 1,2,. . .) < (In 2)-l sup E 
n I I 
i Xi . (4.2) 
i=O 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is given after Proposition 4.7 and is based upon analysis 
of the following function. 
Definition 4.3. Function @(z, K) is defined for z in Iw and K 3 0 by 
Q(z,n)=inf{supElz+rf,XiI 
+~P((X,I<lforall i=1,2 ,... ):(X,,X, ,... )E9’ 
I 
. 
(4.4) 
Lemma 4.5. Function @(z, K) has explicit representation 
@(z, K) =A ifK3A and IzI<l-A, 
=f(z) ifK>A and I-AsIzI or ifOSK<A and 5(K)4lzI, 
=K+B(K)z ifO<~cA and Iz~s[(K), (4.6) 
where A:=ln2; f(z) is thefunction de$ned byf(z)=-z+2e’-’ if O~zsl, =z if 
1 G z, andf(z) =f(-z); andfor 0 S K S A, if2 denotes the tangent line to (z,f(z)), 
z > 0, which passes through point (0, K), then B(K) denotes the slope of 3 and 
(l(K), f(l(K))) denotes the point of tangency. 
Proof. Define function @,( z, K) for z in Iw, K 3 0, and n = 2,3, . . . , by 
+~P(IX,I<lforalli=l,..., n):(X,,X2 ,... )ELB’ 
I 
; 
Cox and Kemperman ([5; Section 51) have shown that @,(z, K) = A,_, if K b A,_, 
and IzJ~l-AA,_,, =fn(z) if K~A,_~ and 1-A,_,s/z/ or if OSKGA,_, and 
L,_,(K) S IzI, and =K + B,-,(K)IzJ if 0s K G A,_, and IzI G f;lPI(~), where {An}n=2,3,... 
is the strictly decreasing sequence with A,, = n(2l’” - 1) ; fn (z) is the function defined 
byf,(z)=-z+2[1+(1-z)/(n-l)]-“+’ if Osz~l, =z if lsz, and with fn(z)= 
fn(-z); and for 0~ K < A,_,, if .Y,, denotes the tangent line to (z, f”(z)), z > 0, which 
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passes through point (0, K), then B,(K) denotes the slope of 55’“, (T,,(K),~,(T”(K))) 
denotes the point of tangency, and C,,(K) := (IT, - l)/(n - 1). 
From Lemma 2.3 it follows that @(z, K) =lim, @,(z, K), and hence that (4.6) 
holds, with A = lim, A,,f(z) = lim,f,(z), B(K) = 1 im,B,(K),and~(~)=lim,~,(K)= 
lim, T,,(K). 0 
Proposition 4.7. (a) For each K > 0 and IzI < 1, 
@(Z,K)<SUpE Z+ i xi +KP(Ix,I<lforalli=1,2,...) 
I I 
(4.8) 
n ,=, 
for all (X,, X,, . . .) E go, unless 0 -C K s A, z = 0, and Xi = 0 a.e. for all i = 1, 2, . ; 
and 
(b) fork > 0 and (zI> 1, andforK = 0 and IzI > 0, there isa nontrivial (g,, kZ,. . .) E 
9’ satisfying 
@(z,~)=supE z+ f rZ, +~P(lX~l<l forall i-1,2,...). 
I I 
(4.9) 
n ,=, 
Proof. The proof is given for K 2 A; the case of 0 < K < A is analogous. Note first 
that if z 2 1, then the martingale difference sequence X2,, X2,. . given by P(X, = 
&1)=$andO-X1=X3-. . . satisfies (4.9). Now consider the remaining three cases. 
(i) Fix 1 -A s z < 1. We may assume X, is not identically zero (a.e.). (If X, = 0 
(a.e.) for all i = 1, 2, . . . , then 
+ KP(~x,I < 1 for all i = 1,2,. ..)=z+~ZzfA>@(z,K)). 
Calculate as follows: 
SUP E Z+ $ Xi + KP(IX,I < 1 for all i = 1,2,. . .) 
n I I i=l 
= I (I sup E z+x,+ i Xi X,=x, pxl(dx,) n t=2 II > 
+K 
- I 
P(IXiI<l for all i=2,3 ,... IX,=x,)pUX,(dx,) 
IX,l<l 
2 I @(z+x,, K)/-k,(dx,)+ b-t&&W = h(x)/+,+z(dx) /Xl/-=l I 
> y(z) = h(z) = @(z, K), 
where h(x) is the function defined by h(x) = @(x, K) if Ix-zz(< 1, and =1x1 if 
Ix - zI 2 1; and y(x) is the straight line tangent to (z,f(z)) which passes through 
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point (z-1,1-z), that is, Y(x)=(2e’-’ - 1)x - 2 eZP’(z - 1). Here, the strict 
inequality is obtained from an application of Lemma 2.2. 
(ii) Fix 0 < z < 1 -A. We may assume as in (i) that X, is not identically zero 
(a.e.); and that Iz +C:=, Xi1 > 1 -A for some n = 1, 2, . . . with positive probability 
(otherwise P(lX,I < 1 for all i = 1,2,. . .) = 1, so that 
supE z-t i Xi +KP(IX,I<~ forall i=l,2,...)3z+~Zz+A>A=@(z,~)). 
n I I i=l 
Let Iz+CfzlXjI~l-A a.e. for i=l,..., n and Iz + Cyz: x,I > 1 - A with positive 
probability. Then 
supE z+ f Xi +KP(IX,I<lforalli=1,2,...) 
m I I i=l 
= 5 (I SURE Y$-X,+1+ E Xi z+ i X,=Y,X”+l=&+l m i=n+2 II i=l 
* Pz+X, x.x.+, (4x x,+,1) 
+K 5 ( P IXil<l for i=n+2,n+3,... Z+ f Xi=y,Xn+, =Xn+, Ix”+,/<1 r=l ) 
. cLz+x, x,x.+, (4x X,+1)) 
P= 
5 
@(Y +&+I, K)/&+x:=, x,,x.+,(d(Y, %+I)) 
IY+G+&--A 
+ 
i 
@(Y +%+I, K)I~,,,+,I~,)+lY+Xn+lll~lxn+,l>l) 
l~+x.+,b--A 
* ~z+x.:=, xa,x,,+,(d(x xn+,)) 
> A = @(z, K), 
since 
@(Y + X”fl, K)=A for ly+x,+,l~l-A, 
and 
@(Y +%+I, K)&+, s, I ~+IY+Xn+II4lx.+,l~l~ >A for Iy+xn+ll> 1-A. 
(iii) Fix z = 0. We may again assume that X, is not identically zero (a.e.), and 
then use the previous cases to calculate as follows: 
sup E i X, + KP(~x,~ < 1 for all i = 1,2,. . .) 
n I I ,=I 
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> A = @(z, K). 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume that Xi is not identically zero for some i = 0, 1,. . . 
and set K = A in Proposition 4.7 to obtain that 
supE i Xi +AP(IX,l<l forall i-1,2,...) 
” I I i=O 
+AP(IXiJ<l for all i=1,2,...lX,=XO)LLX,(dXO)>A, 
and the conclusion of the theorem follows. q 
5. 
We state two other sharp inequalities for infinite-sequence martingales which 
have been proved recently to be strict by applying the procedure given in the 
introduction of this paper. 
(i) ([9; Theorem 4.21; and [8, expression (9)]). For any martingale YO, Y,, . . . 
taking values in [0, I], with Y0 not concentrated on (0, l}, it follows that 
< E( YO- Y,ln YO). (5.1) 
Inequality (5.1) is sharp; strictness follows through an analysis of the function 
O~t+i Xi~la.e.foreachjS1 , 
i=l I 
which has representation 4( S, t) = s - t In S, for 0 G t s s s 1. 
(ii) ([6, Theorem 6.281). For each p > 1, 
E( ;yf IYIp) -a(g(a-‘))~-‘~~Yo~~<u~SupE~~~~ (5.2) 
jZ=O 
for all martingales Yo, Y,, . . . with Y, not identically zero (a.e.) for some i 20, if 
the expectations are finite, for each a > qp, where q = p/ ( p - 1) ; here, g(x) is defined 
for O< xs qep by g(x) = km’(-x), where k -I is the inverse function of k(y) = 
(p- l)(yp -ypp’), qp’<ys 1. The proof of strictness of inequality (5.2) is based 
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upon analysis of the function 
~~(~,I,a)=inf{supEI1+~~Xilp 
for (t( G IsI and 0 <A c 1 [6, Section 51. 
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